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Errata Sheet

Committee on Tidal Nydraulics, Technical Bulletin 1,T(. 7

A STQ'- OF R-EOLOaIC PRCiPER]ES OF

ESTUARIAL SEDIEINTS, by R. B. Krone

September 1963

Please make the following changes in the text of Lh- report.

i Page xi, List of Figures: Change page 71 for Firu Ty
to page 6.

2. Page 1, top paragraph: Add to last line, after .2ni'.a

States and, for comparison, from an inard frcsl-.-wa-er

streajr, the White River.

3. Page 3, Sample Sources: Two samples of Delaware River

sediment were used in this study. Samle oie, .,¢r, at

the bottom of the list, was provides by tihe Beam-r Ero-

sion Boara for use in an earlier study. San..ie 'Lv,

shown at the top of the list, was furnished by

Wilmington, Delaware, field office of the Fhniad,-.,Lhia

District, not the Wilmington District. The !at'ner

sanple is designated "Wilmington Distr.i-c" t"rgh.i't

the repcrt To distinguish it from Sai,p'.e Ont.

L 4. Page 4, Figure 1: Ordinate Value: Change C.1 'u 0.2.

Abscissa Designation: -10 e

between d and so -hat it reads ... Si01CE'S L; .Ar,2ITER,

5. e 36, Table VM Middle Cour.-i Feaai'.& _i'ar tue

lunit Energy of Cohesion from dyr.es/cu c,.

Cm/cu cm.
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--- 6. Page 46, Linea 27, 30, and 34: Change Figure i1o. 22
(to?.L'

7. Page 47, Lines 1 and 15: Change Figure No. 22 to 23.

8. Page 49. Lines 19 and 7: Change Figure No. 2 to 24

9. Page 49, Line 1: Change Figure No. 22 to 23 and 23
to 24.

10. Page 49, Line 0: Change Figure Noc. .2> o and 24.

to 30. -

13. Page 49, Line i: Change Figure Nc. _ to 2. ;

12. Page 49, Line 20: Change Figure Nc. 2c: to 26.
13. Page 49, Line 24: Change Figure Noc. 24 tc 2C.-

l. Page 49, Line 29: Change Figare Ho. 25 to 26 -

15. Page 49, Line 32: Change Figure No. 25 o 2'"

16. Page 51, Figure 25: The ordinate values, repr sentng

the Pe'6tivt- Differential Viscosity, should rw,6e from

a low of 1.0 to a high of 10.0 (not 0.1 tIo 1.0).

17. Page 52, Figure 26: The ordinate values, represeninc.

the Relative Differential Viscosity, should range from

a low of 1.0 to a high of 30.0 (not 0.1 to 3.0).

18. Page 54, Figre 28: The units for RIA.IV D]F BBB.TIAL

VISCOSI 1 as ordinates are show-. incorrectL, as

d ' dyne sec/sq cm Replace this with Trjd./r, .

19. Page ires 7 and 3: Change Figure !;oT. o 2

and 20 to3C.

20. Page 71, Miuipage: Change Figures 30 ti.h..: 3( io read

1 through 36.
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FOREWORD

A laboratory :tidy oni proper!i.- Us ' ;'d!li: ui'I a. this; 0:L-2

i1, a nccessary step toward urndenstardiitr t Ii' llrnmv icr ot' + ha maL-ia i-t J;
any oi' the complex eiiv irotifltt.s; i ti :t rcwi; , en t~uari-s , or 'jcca It . u
reas;on 1for conductintT a study in the I abor'atory ;turns iLo thu it u]
onitralling the conditions under which the rnieasursniecA; ar-, mad,-,. inacr

Ike reslults of' a laboratory stuAdy can! 1 l 1 Ie 1-! atLarsi: l'

dose rib i ngt soedinn I itlit ot f'oi k! ow 'c le (! lrit e! vi ic"ifl':ti P (

sed imerat proper-ties . L;: add ition ito r) 1ci its- 1nitsrrct 1. jusc 2tt.

of' calleicie so n~iL;,therefIoi a, an ciX;'Vwi.ll matd'; ' pre.'sui r i 'Ul! C.0
app !yi rig thc reutig(jta h f1t1i'JlCi5Adai' p '''A-'n.i

are prveented int Ciwpcers Ii, 111, aid, IV. MrIc~ i uAia ~.tl
presenmted in, ChaDpter!l V. Fnr',tli p]I'teraa sieojt. ik~'

edge of the Lraurspo,'ting ewriviroronellt

4 0 2
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studieus of' estuarial se~diment trari:;port proees;.; s. have been
limited to a tow estuaries where expensive maintenance hias molAvated
invest igat ion.- Such studieLs of' sediment trans.,port ini portions of' Sari
Francisco Blay, and labor~atory stu'dies tusing! Bay ,;edlments, were c'onducted
by the University prior to 1961 f'or the Sari Francisco District, Corps of'
Engineers . During the coursec c.i' these studies- reveral laboratory meas-,ure-
merits of* physical pr'op(rties of' the .cdimurnt:, were Found lusef'ul f'or char-
acterizing the edi merit 's; transoport properti en.,, partLicularl y the propertie,,
that det~ermint, the Ltability of' deposit-.;. These laborratory nesrrkrt
are us~ed iii the present study to extend the knowledge of' estuarial sedi-
merit trarrsport to other, est.,uaries. Thiis report. presents laboratory
measurtmets- made or: sedimerits "'rani 1'ive estuariessoeste by the,
Corrnttec crn Tidal Ilydruuliis, C. E., a-- re2presentative of' important
estuaries of' the United State..

Objective of' Study

rihc objee t, eoC t' l; is s ridy i ric rdes; Owe ietermiriat iol o t'
rheologie 'ii properties; oF soLd i MCTrt~ fzrni- vuric by of'etrr 2 f'or the
purposes of' obta3iririg irrl'orriat ion on the stab i *ity of' deposits and on
the charact i' of' s;edirinit duri iri trari'spor't. Sueli i'orrnatian is needed
f'or desc riptions; of' slioalingt, process.'A

Ac knowledgmcnt.;

Sediments stui led dunr th sruvsIirt ion wer, provIded Liv
personriel in Lseveral b ranchicS a' Ohe Co rps) of' ii er 1,~ i i T! t( rest
arid services materiully aided Ih l~ ,; stud . eons>IZ r.or ar110t CIpe ra-AO t ion1
o!' one of' the- vi s come to r.; in;-d dI1rIjW ri; f ed w;L as WUp:, t ~ by Lte
Nat ional Se itonce Founrdat ion l'or an ass .oc Iabdstu,'.7 iu trcon
need for- informal.or ion isrin' propert.1,1s 1 Iy t4 i' Corps. of n(i' '
the Jesirt. of' Lte Natioanal SeAw jen'' "iwdali.jt! h' ban krinow't,11ee (11 I I'.
behavior o:f' l'irie sed ireril. rrateri ai, arid thec i'eiieral iwi*d for adivance

rhooy cendiariced the den i rab i Lii tyofendeI n'Iiistiy.Tcirtert
and miupport. (W' mem-rrbers of 'rrae. o t' thoi Corprs w' E n'e'surd en!' the
National Sc lerie Founidat ion are( itcutefl',ly ackniow~tedgro

Studer.!.s wine a;;ss m-d with the meusnremenit: irr.lrnde M'ss7r's.

S. Nola, K. Mauve-ri, A. Lubtshiit.,, arid G. 'Pci'sidt.sL. 1;ccet i l UAn
re.port preparat ior. .;e rvlees. WI re provi dclby the silatT ' ft~hF Sari iiary
Enine-ering. Rfseareli Iaboratory. Thei critiU:;iu:wlie arid d1 '1 1 cent. purti'i -

pati or inr this; study by rnember- o'l' the s lu 'I i ae knciwl.','fc nd jirn
oincerely appreciated.
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II. SEDIMENTS USED FUR STUDY

Samples of sediments causing shoaling problems were provided by
branches of the Corps of Engineers from various rivers tnd estuaries as
follows:

Delaware River Estuary Wilmington District

Brunswick Harbor Savannah District
IGulf port Channel Mobile DistrictA

San Francisco Bay San Francisco District

Wite River Omaha District

Potomac Riverx Beach Erosion Board

Delaware River -  Beach Erosion Board

These sediments were maintained in a wet condition and transmitted in
sealed containers. At no time hu'e the sediments been allowed to dry.
No attempt has been made to prevent consolidation during storage,
however.

The character of e ch of the sedimeriL samples was determinec by
particle size distribution analysis, X-ray diffraction measurements, and
determination of cation exchange capacities. These data are shown below-

Particle Size Distribution

Analysis of the samples for particle size distributions was done
by the sedimentation method using a hydrometer. TDie samples were kept wet
during pretreatment. Organic matter was oxidized by hydrogen peroxide and
dispersed with Calgon.

Particle size distributions of the sediment samples are presented
in Figure 1. The plots in Figure I show that except for the Brunswick
Harbor sediment each of the sediments has a wide, fairly uniform size -A
distribution. The distributions are similar but vary in predominant
particle size. The clay fraction (less than 2 microns) ranges from
0.50 to 0.76 of the sedirmnt materials; all of the sedimcimti can be
described as clayey.

The Delaware River Estuary sample is hereinat'ter called the
"Wilmington District" sample to distinguish it from the Delaware River
sample.t-Samp'es provided for use in an earlier study.[3
f -5-
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Cation Exchange Capacities

Measurements of' cation exchange capacities, by a method described I-
in a previous report [1], were made on whole samples. The meazsured values
are presented in Table I.-

TABIE I

CATION EXCHANGE CAPACITIES OF SEDIMEN4TS STUDIED

Cation

SedimentExchange
Capacity
me /lO0g

WiLmington District 25.-5

Briunpwick Harbor 30.5

Gulfport Channel 46.8

Marc Island Strait 24.5

Flume Sediment p8.9

Delaware River 15.6

Potomac River 9.1

White River 535

The widc ranige of' cation ex(change capacities Pshown in Table I earl be due
to variations in the amounts of' clay minieral kinds in the several nedi-
ments. 'Die cation exchange capacities are discussed further in the
next section.

Mineral Compo:;itiorJ

Q~ualitative _tialyseo of' thLe mineral compositions,_ of' tile Lsdiment
samples were made by X-ray diffractioni methods on whole oampLes. Thie
mainerals found in tl'c ;amplt:. ure li-,itud In order of' abunda~nce in
Table II. The order of' abundance was taken from the relative amplitudes
oF thle diffractioni peaks, arid is not. completely reliable. The peak
heights for mcritmorillonite arid kuolirite wt.re about the -same for thle
Gulf'port Chaninel, Wilmingfton Ditrict, arid Marc 1:;lIand Strait .3Lrnpl',,,
but had a ratio atf 1:2 f'or the Prirnswick Harbor sample.

The mineral compoitions_ prosented in Table II show thut. sediment:;
from all of the es~tuaries r-impL(,d are mixtures; of' minerals. All of' thle
samples, contain montmrillonite, and all except. the White River -.ediment.
contain kaoliriite, with other mineral:; occurring in smrraller amounts.
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TABLE II

MINERAL COMPOSITION OF SEDIMENT SAMPLES DETERMID
FROM X-RAY DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS I

Cation Exchange

of < 10 Fraction

Wilmington District kaolinite
montmorillonite
vermiculite
quartz

Brunsick Harbor kaoliite8
montmorillonite
chlorite,
illite
vermiculite (?)

quartz T

feldspar

Gulfport Channel montmorillonite 49Mare Iland traitkaolinite ~
illite

chlorite

feldspar
quartz

De lawa nde River illite 25

montmorillonite
kaolinite
quartz

Potomac River kaolinite 15
montmorillonite
illite
quartz

White River montmorillonite 60
illite
quartz

feldspar

In order further to describe the clay mineral fraction, an esti-
mate of the exchange capacity of the clay mineral fraction was made by
dividing the exchange capacities of the whole sediment samples by the
fraction having a size less than ten microns. These values are tabulated



In 'ollann three, Table T]. Past experience [I] indicated that clay
1ineralz occur in sizes ].a.ger than two microns, and the ten-micron upper
limit was selected t:o include such minerals. The values In column three,
together with the compositions given in Table II, can be used further to
characterize the sediments by noting that the predominant clay mine-als
have widely dir't'erent exchange capacities. They are, commonly: mont-
morillonite, 80 to 1.50 me/IOOg; illite, 10 to ho me/1Og; kaolinite,
5 to 15 me/bOg; and vermiculite, 100 to 150 me/1Og. For example,
Gulf'port Channel, Potomac River, and Mare Island Strait have similar
mineral composition but the relative abundances of kaolinite, montmoril-
onite, and illite are shown by the exchange capacities to be very

d( I Ce rent.

Figure I and Table II show that although the sediments all contain
mixtures of the common clay minerals the amount of clay and the relative
abundances of' the minerals differ widely.

I "'



III. RHEOWDGICAL MEASUREWNTS USING A (CAPT TrABY VISCOMET1,

Measurements of rlow charucteri tic:; )ri :;rupen.,ion:-, of' Sun
F'rancisco Bay sediments have bcen found to provide both 1Ins1iht 41nto the
transport processes3 or thu.;c sediments arid quurrlitrxtive dcLscriptionsG of,
tile shear strength arid viscous; behavior of' sedimenit sri.-,nSii f(2).
Such measuremenits Ere well suited to study of' thesu properties of
sediments from different estuaries for comparative piirpo.!.-5, and for
examining the ranges of' shear strenigths; that Occuir in problem es tuarit cc

Meatnurement:- of rheological properties of' the se mnsprovided
for~~~~~ thssudu rin Ostwald capillary 'v ise(omuter, ure describdi

this chapter.

The CUpillaY Viscorrieter

The vizscometur used b'r, thi s study arid the uh'thed of' nperationi
have been described i do'tail in curl icr roport..: uwid pupe r:; 1, I A
brief dcse r'iptionii ,15g.i yn lierc , lioWeVer, to tar iIi tat ii 'r'i of,01
thle measuremerit re.sults . Thi' vi scomete r ciurs .1- of' a glass; U tube, one(.
arm o!' which i.- a -,traii eht onn ilary, with1 u ~l isU:r at i1: p'
curd . 7wit other armi has an i us i do d lamete r o1' about, onfi t'.2rr Iine I-er an~d

serves; as aL reservoir. Mark- are' engtraved ili! tub iigt alboV(' anid below
thle smaoll chamber t(- define a volume. Iii operat.]oni, a riozurired volille
of' sediment sus penision is; placed in iLie reservul r arm ()I* the tulc, anid a
port ion ofI' this suopt uis ioni I.; drawn from the rt' exvo ir arim thl'our11,h theIcapillary t~o V11l thie small chamber. Thle t.imo r'equired fc. r tilt L'1110.ber'
to empty i; MeaOL-,u red wiluth a ;top watch . Vuriable d rivirig pressru rets were
provided fur these :;tud L, es y rrears ' a *.~rcnp irip aid var rrrii resi(r vol r
coriec ted to the larger arm 01' t~vo rn'i' A wul.' r murioniI.e ra
also cornec te to the larre r arm to ]i i ': I-lt he 1r'i vrIn. 1'"ai. 'II i

temperature_ of1 the- vI sccrnc i~or was; octro 1 1 by a wuLer' I Ia"

Thecory, o U. Cal~ -Lary Vi:,coirneer'. Capi 1llary v oe shv c
used f'or prel;- do trmirli.iol of, 0~0 i c;c' 1 iquii:: f'or more. tiar;
hialf :- H _,at loin: be(tWe-en line dr i vi rii, ~'s u aid 110w t1Nig
aL cap. lury'~ J1-. b'tv ,y [ii ielIIc' orn lwo~ nIi qurid, arid I):,
Lirilgtra PA for pla:.;tic supeicors 'lns thlri s o'saH .e i riterprct±tiona
of' rheolojgi-al pr'opt.rt es, of, irnator'ial; ::I'(f mtriua::renv.rI:; imide l in.: u0'
capi'llary viL ScOme ter, arid are, :;1iiuTar i /.', 'iIo a aL r ~riL i nard
di1 -cuss Loi of'ma~ eeiI: mado orn e, I oar i al :.i mrt

CLayvater sys tems at low clay coriceri. tration;: have pr'opcitit:s of'
liquid-, arid ut* h igh ''iriteritrutions. ha,;(, W'4 l c;o pLas;tic- sl; Iids
The:. di at iriction depr'rid:: ori thue xi stencte of' a s.hear' :Atr'eric1 !I[ then plast Ic
uolid that inns t be exceeded by the. app Li d 1h1' r leI'o r' 1Low 0.1ri 1,-

- 3 Preceding page blank
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maintained. Bingham described the shear stress-shearing rate relation
for plastic solids au

du (1)-T B qd -

where T is the applied shear, 1B is the yield value of' shear, fld is a
constant herein called the differential viscosity, and du/dr is the
shearing rate.* For materials having no shear strength, such as unasso-
ciated liquids, Equation I reduces to Newtor's hypothesis.

Birigham derived his description of flow through a capillary on
the assumption of the applicability of Equation 1. Within a ertral core,
bounded by the radius at which T = -tB, material moves ao a slug. Shearing
takes place in the material between the slug and the capillary wall, with
a shearing rate depending on the excess of' shear above the yield value.
Bingham's relation is

v r P p - + (2)
t T, d L

V is the volume of' the small chamber in the viscometer; t is the
time to empty the small chamber; R and 2 are the radius and length of the
capillary; 4' is the driving pressure; and p is the driving pressure
necessary to initiate flow in the capillary by shearing at the wall.

For Newtonian liquids p is zero, and Equation 2 reduces "o
Poiseuille's Equatiot. Pressures were measured during thc:e '.Itudies by
means of a manometer. For convenience, ard following custom, the cs-
sures are expressed as pressure heads. The driving head was the resultant
of the applied head, a velocity head lost at, the dowmi trean: tr.d ot" tln'
capillary, and the average head difference between the arr, o" th"e
vJ.cometer. Rearranging Equation 2 and puttitg: the pressureo ii 'errn
of head gives

h+--14h - . (5P 2r) xR 14Pg)t 3B l

The applied head, h; the velocity head, v2 /2g; the head required to over-
come the yield strength of the suspensions, hB; arid the average head in.
the viscometer, ho, are arranged to facilitate reduction of' data. The
densities of the su ;pension, P,, and of the liquid in the matometer, P,,

are used to change all heads into heads o1' water. The bracketed term

*Symbols used in this report are defined on pae xiii.



(in the right side of Equation 3 contains constants of the system which
are lumped together for convenie.e.

There are no terms in Equation 3 corresponding to p4/3P3 in
Equation 2. The values of P in this work were much larger than p, and
the term p4/3P3 was always less than 0.018 of the applied pressure, 
so that it was reasonable to neglect the term.

A plot of the left side of Equation 3 against 1/t gives a straight
line with an intercept at the l/t = 0 ordinate of 4h/3 - p5 ho/pj and a
slope of (8 vA/nR4pgg)j. If the system constants ho and (8VI/vR4pg) are
known, and if the material behaves according to Bingham's relation) both
hB and r, can be determined from measurements on sediment suspensions using
a capillary viscometer.

Calibration of Capillary Viscometer. Water has virtually no
shear strength, at least not sufficient to be significant in a capillary
havi.ng the dimensions of the one used in this study. For water, therefore,
h in Equation 3 is zero. Water has well-known viscosities and its use
in the manometer makes Ps/p 2 = 1. Further, water is the lower limit of
the suspension concentration. For these reasons water was selected to
calibrate the viscometer.

The volume of the small chamber, V, and the length of the
capillary, 1, was measured directly. The values of the radius of the
capillary, R, and of the average head difference between arms of the
viscometer, ho, was found from measurements using water in the viscometer.
Measurements of the time, t, to empty the small chamber were made at
several driving pressures. A plot of the left side of Equation 3 vs. l/t
can be found by iteration of R or by trial values of R that give F straight
line with a slope of 8V./nR4pg, and an intercept of - hO . Such a plot is
shown in Fignure 2. The measured and derived characteristics of the capil-lary viscometer used for this study are listed in Table III.

TABLE III

DFSCRIPTION OF CAPILLARY VISCOMETER

Volume of chamber, V 3.3 cu cm
Lengtb of capillary, 1 8.5 cm

Radius of capillary, R 0.0286 cm
Average internal head, ho  11.9 cm of water

8V1/tR4p~ 1.08 cu cm/dyne
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Measurements on Suspensions of Cohesive Sediment:;

Samples of the sediments, except that from the White River, were
suspended in settled San Francisco Bay water and passed through a 170-mesh
sieve to remove bits of wood, shell, and other debris that might clog the
capillary. Approximate dilutions of the suspensions were made from
measurement, and a portion of each dilution was taken for suspended solids
analysis. Five milliliters of a suspension was placed in the reservoir
arm of the capillary, and. four measurements were made of time for the
volume of suspension in the sm1ll chanber to flow through the capillary.
Stirring between successive measurements was maintained by bubbling air
through the suspension. Each suspension was measured at four driving
heads. Appropriate valuq o' h - v2/2g and of 1/t were calculated from 4
the manometer readings and the measured times, and were plotted as shown
in Figure 5. Intercepts and slopes cf the lines of best fit were then
used to calculate the yield shear strengths atid the differential viscos-
ities of the suspensions at the2 several suspension concentrations,
according to Equation 5, as described above.

Figure 1 ic typical of the plots in iL. fit of plotted points to
straight lines. The slopes o" the lines can be determined with precision.
The intercepts on sorKy of the plots were close together; therefore, the
relation between the concentratic,; and yield strength could not be
determined with precision.

The range of shearing rates over which the measurements were made
are not easily described. The shearing rate is zero in the core and
maximum at the capillary wall. Values at the capillary wall, calculated
from Equation 1, ranged from 280 to 1400/sec. Average shearing rates
calculated as [(power dissipated per cucni)/(differential viscosity)11/2,
ranged from d00 to 4h4/sec. A wide range of shearing rates having high

average values exis3ted in the viscometer. The fit of points to straight.
lines, as shown in Figure 5, indicates that the suspensions had constant
sediment volume fractions over the range of shearing rates prevailing in
the capillary viscometer.

Differential viscosities obtained from the -;lop"; of iIc &
h - v2/2g vs. i/t plots are presented in Figures It through 10, and tht J
Bingham shear strengths obtained from the intercepts are presented in
Figures 11 through 17. For any sediment concentration in the measured
range, "d and TB c;n be, obtained from the figures for t e appropriate
sediment and inserted in Equation I to obtain the shear-shearingL rate
relation. It is more useful, however, to consider the differential
viscosity plots and the Bingham shear strength plots thermelves for
information they provide on cohesive sedimenit properties.

Relative Differential Viscosities. qhe plots of relative diff,,r-
ential viscosities, presented in Figures 4 through 10, show a logarithmic
increase with sediment, concentration for the values measured at the
maximum salinity. An explanation of the log' rithmic relationship will
assist irterpretation of th-se plots.
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A relation for the viscosity of a dilute suspension of rigid,
inert, wetted spheres in an incompressible liquid was derived by Einstein
[61. His conditions are that the disturbance to the flow pattern around
one sphere does not affect the flow pattern around adjacent spheres, and
that inertia effects and turbulence are negligible. The relation is

S(4)

where * is the fraction of the suspension volume occupied by spheres.
This elegant relation has the remarkable feature of being independent of'
the sizes and numbers of spheres. The factor 2.5 depends on the shape A
of the suspended particles, however, and is generally greater than 2.5
for shapes other than a sphere.

The sediment suspensions used for study had concentrations
ranging up to the maximum that the viscometer would accommodate. Particle
cohesion was the basis given for the existence of a static shear strength.
Interaction of flow patterns around particles or flocs must occur, and
the observed logarithmic relation, rather than a linear one, between
differential viscosity and sediment concentration is attributed to this
... eractlo. The observed rclation can be explained o. the basis of
interactions of flow disturbances as follows:

A
Consider a suspension having only one small spherical floe per A

unit of volume. Te viscosity .an be approximated by Equation 4,

'A

=i Tg (1 ' 2.5 0')

where r, is the viscosity of the suspension, n is the viscosity of the
liquid, and 0' is the volume fraction of the increment of suspended par-
ticles. If a second particle is added to the suspension the viscosity
can be put in terms of that of the first suspension,

A

S= u (I + 2.5 0')

A third increment, ', can be added and the new viscosity given in terms
of r , as above, q3 = n2 (1 + 2.5 0'), and so on. Substituting the value
for 'h in the relation for n.; then that value of r2 in the relation for
,3 and so on, leads to

ri (I + 2.5 .. )n
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where n is the number of increments of 0' added. For a suspension, n is
0/01, however, and the viscosity is

n- nj (I + 2.5 6')$1 I
which by definition of e, the base of natural logarithms, approaches

exp (2.5 0) (5)

for 0' << 0. This relation expands to

(2.5 0)1' (2.5 0)'3[s= 1, 11 + 2.5 i + 2! 5 '

which can be visualized as a weighted sum of interactions of' 1, 2, 3,I particles at a time. The derivation assumes that the effect of each
particle on the viscosity of the suspension can be described by Equation 4.
Einstein's value of' the constant, 2.5, was retained because photographs
of flocs have shown them to have the shape of' rough spheres (2, pp. 16
and 64 .

The data for the most saline suspensions presented in Figures 4
through 10 clearly show an exponential relation between 9d/ and c. The
effect of interparticle cohesion on shear is separated from the effuct of
viscosity on shear by Bingham's hypothesis (Equation 1), and Tid should be
equivalent to Ls II view of Equation 5 and the observed exponential
relation between Id /rqI and c, therefore, the floc shape and density must I
have remained constant with 2.5 Of = klc, where kI is obtained from slopes
of the lines plotted in Figures 4 through 10.

Assuming that the mineral particles and the water have uniform
density throughout the suspension,

where Pf is the floc density; p1, the liquii density; Of, the floe volume
fraction; and pp, the mineral particle density.

The value of c/Of = 2.5/k, can be found from the nd/1q vs. c plots.
Taking mineral density as 2.65 g/cu cm, and the liquid density as 1.025
g/cu cm, values of the floe density can be calculated from Equation 6.
Values calculated in this way are presented in Table IV.
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TABLE IV
J

DENSITIES OF FLOCS IN THE CAPILLARY VISCOMETER

Sample k, cu ' c/ 1 ,1 G/CA cm 0/0 P g/cu cm
, l ',., p for = 1.025

-14
Wilmington A
District 6.83 0.366 0.158 1.250

Brunswick
Harbor 11.1 0.225 0.085 1.ln10I
Gulf port

Channel 8.56 0.2.)2 0.110 1.205

San Fran-
cisco Bay . 31 0.596 0.150 1.209,

Delaware
River 5.49 0. 4 0. 72 1 . 305
Potomac
River 3.15 0.3 0.((.2)5 .3(

White
River 8.24 O.5" 0. L0 i 1.212

aFrom qd/ i vs. c plots. Salinity 33.8 g/l.

The numbers in column 2 of Table IV nre the values of k obtained from
the slopes of the lines in Figures 4 through 10. The nunbers in colunn 5
are obtained from column 2, c/c. = 2.5/k 1 , and are the sediment co.cen-
trations within the floes. 1he numbers in column 41, 4D/Df = C/ppof, arc
the fractions of the flocs that are composed of rnitera particles. The
values in column 4 show that the floes are mostly water, with crnly a
skeleton of clay particles. The cnlculated floe densities are tabulated
in the last coluni, and have values commonly found for in-place densities
of muds.

At salinities below 33.8 g/L the r,,/ $ values are also logarithmic
functions of c, but have flatter slopes which indicate a greater floc or
particle density. At least at very low salinities the particles were
largely dispersed, so that the constant in Equation 5 is larger than 2.5,
which would require the particles tc be much dentier. In Figures ') and 4,
the lower salinity values shift to the line for the highest salinity
values at sediment concentrations above 0.06 g/cu cm, suggesting a bunch-
ing of particles at concentrations sufficient to cause mutual interference
in particle rotations. "Bunches" of particles resulting from crowding
might have only transient existence, but would affect the viscosity as
long as the bunched particles move as a group. If bunching is the cause,
it appears from Figure 6 that the bunches have about the same density as
do flocs.
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The differential viscosity data obtained f'rom the capillary vis-
cometer provides descriptions of the floes at high sheartig rates. Because
the floc densities are comparable to those for sediment deposits, and
because of the range of high shearing rates at which the flocs exist, it _
can be concluded that the floes in the capillary are uniform primary
particle aggregates, and not aggregates of' particle aggregates.

Bingham Yield Stre~i. The lines of the plotts of 1i - v2 /l2
VS. l/t were extrapolated to l/t =0 and the differences between the
intercepts for the distilled water plot and those for the sediment suspenl-
sions were used to calculate the Bingham shear strenrth as indicated by
E4uation 'A. Corrections were applied to the average internal head in the
viscometer for the density of the suspension, and the Bisham shear Strerngth
was calculated as1 1r/-

Values of intornal ohear strengths, plotted in Figures 11, 12,
13, and 1'7, .show considerable scatter but appcar to fit arit!-rmetic
plots over most of the sedirrent concentration range obLserved. Tr-_- li near
plots indicate that the particle arraucrnment is the samne ever the concen-
tration range exa-mined. The renaingz, plots have lower shear -trenygth:I,
and appear tc be lincoar over cnix' a sl.hort corv'et rat on rang. Ext rape:-
lation of these cuarves toward either 01' the axes is indvisable bec:ause
at some lower concen 'traiion limit a suspension01 should havc almost nosea
strength. A tendency for the shea sreg to fall r-ff at low -or-'ntr~a-
tions is shownl in Figires 14 and 15.-

P ig-ures 1l through 1' show that the ohear strengths of' the
suspensions are appreciable.

Viscous Propert ies of Suspensions at Low Galiiiities. In- order to
obtain infonnmation, on. the effect of salinity on p-cperties of sedirient-
water mixtures the was-hed sediments wore _us;pond -d in water having
increasing sal.-inities and suabjected to meas-ur mrnt. lDilutions with -salt
water were made of a orcc /cu cm suspeni.orn to obtain the desired
salir ities - This dilution resulted it: aL variation of upne}sdmn
consedtin pe we- aru cm.jiE/,io it l. I.- ta
onseentin etwcu cm.0K n .7 /ue ihtel~eta.D&

Bingharii shear 3s1ter..tls found t'or these suspen~sio;ns- are plotterd
ir; Figure 18', together with values for suspensions having. baliritIcs of
20.F8 anid 3. g/i. Fig,_re 181 shiows that. the shear si vengths observed at
hiwt- salinities were equ-aled or exceeded, withiJn thew precision c.-f measure-
ment, at the salinity (- '1 o/ or less. All exoept the Brunswick Harbor
s5ample indicated a igh-Jer shicar strength at 2 _F- sali nity than that at

'.nl2.Tis exceptional strernwt'. rmnght be due Cihrt7 diispersa;l
resulting; from,- the .,a-,hJ'n6 procedlure or- 1,- a deniser ctutr fth

lo.neihrcas:e, the Observxtio% sho,11ulapply to sed_-ime.ntL in at..
estuIary.

The shecar stren 4th a t %,,r, low S a14-i.iie!_ sugssCohe.i on of tne.
purticles.- "Non.-Lalt. flocculati or, at t ibs! edcc to weak p0:; itive dc to
negative fac-e attrac-tion, ha:: I-Cci. obsrvd. ch attraction .~ct;e it~h

4 Cie:
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crowding can account for the bunching of particles mentioned earlier, as
well as for the observed higher shear strength at very low salinity [7].

Pi..cussion

In the preceding sections data on suspensions determined with the
capillary viscometer were treated by application of Bingham's hypothesis
and relation and Einstein's relation to obtain fundamental properties of
particle aggregates. It is useful to discuss these foundations for the
interpretation of data and the method of measurement before presenting a
discussion of the results.

Bingham's hypothesis is a superposition of the shear required by
fluid friction, nd de/dr (Newton's hypothesis), and the shear necessary
to overcome interparticle friction, 1B" This powerful hypothesis facili-
tates separate consideration of irterparticle friction and fluid friction
as well as provides a basis for mathematical descriptions of flow. The
con 'ant rid characterizes the macroscopic viscosity of a suspension which
Einst in calculated for sphrical particles to be a function only of the
fluid viscosity and the solids volume fraction. The shear iB needed to
overcome friction must include any form of i-.terparticle friction,
including cohesion and mutual interference of particle movements, that
would require driing pressure to overcome.

Bingham's derivation of Equation 3, using the assumption of a
solid core within the radius where -: B, parallels that of Poiseuille's.
Telescoping concentric tubes of fluid in the annular space between the
core and the capillary wall are assumed, with the shear between them
given by Bingham's hypothesis. This model appears to give the correct
macroscopic velocity distribution in the direction of the capillary axis
or both Ne'rtonian fluids and suspensicns flowing through a capillar-.-

It should not be inferred from the model, however, that a particle is
constrained to remain at a constant radius. Both rotation and radial
movement must occur in the presence of shearing and interparticle
collisions so that any one particle can experience the entire range of
shearing rates existing in the flow from the core to the wall. Equation

and the constancy of Tid and TB over the range of shearing rates
emplo,'ed are substantiated by the measured values pltted in Figure 3.

The differential viscosities of the saline snlspersions appear t.o
follow Einstein's relation, as applied, over the range of concentrations
studied. The value of the constant used, 2.:, is based on the spherical
shape of aggregates of smaller spherical aggregates observed in photo-
graphs of San Francisco Bay sediments. If an open !:structure of the
aggregates prevails, a spherical shape would result from random collisions
of mineral particles and the absence of strong orienting. forces in the
flow, If the shape were markedly different from spherical the calculated
densities would be greater. The calculated values, shown in Table IV,
are already close to those cf consolidated sediment, and it is unlikely
that aggregates would have a closer pacr. It. might be argued that the
particles are moving separately, and that because of their platy shapes
the constant is much higher and compensates for the relatively high
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density of the minerals. The slopes of the Td/ A vs c curves (Figures 4
through 10) for low salinities are lower than those for high salinities,
however, indicating at least a changa in structure of aggregates, if not
dispersal, with reduction of salinity. The particles are therefore
believed to be aggregated at the higher salinities. ]

The uniformity of aggregate density over the range of shearing
rates and concentrations studied indicates that the aggregates are either
stable or form quickly. The high values of shearing rate included in the

conditions of measurement and the densities observed lead to the conclusion
that the aggregates are simple aggregations of primary mineral particles,
that the aggregations might change their size but not change their density
with shearing rate, and that they are not aggregates of particle aggregates.

The shear strength vs. concentration plots shown in Figures 11,
12, and 13 for Wilmington District, Brunswick Harbor, and Gulfport Channel
samples are linear with an intercept on the concentration axis. A similar
plot was presented by Bingham [5] who suggested that the intercept con-
centration (or volume fraction) was a fundamental property of the
suspension. The lines that best fit the next three sedime'.ts do not pass
through the concentration axis, however, making a further explanation
necessary.

Figure 15 shows a plot of shear strength vs. concentration for
washed Gulfpurt Channel sediment. This plot has L shear strength
"plateau" between 3 and 4 dynes/sq cm ranging from a concentration or
0.05 to above 0.05 g/cu cm, followed by an apparently linear increase in
shear strength with concentration that has a slope parallel to that for
the most saline suspension. Such a shear strength vs. concentration
relation can be explained in terms of particle behavior. Clays exhibit
a "non-salt" cohesion resulting from positive mineral edge sites and
negative mineral faces when the salt concentration in the suspension is
low. This cohesion accounts for the existence of shear strength begin-
ning at about 0.015 g of sediment per cu cm. As the sediment concentration
increases, crowding impairs freedom of orientation and a decreasing portion
of the particles experience edge-to-face cohesion; increasing numbers are
forced into a more parallel arrangement, resulting in the plateau shown
in Figure 15. When crowding is sufficient to cause several particles to
cohere at once "bunching" like that in a log jam occurs, and as sediment
concentration increases, larger and larger fractions of the particles
move as clusters. The material then has the characteristics of a strongly
flocculated material, in this concentration range weak cohesion is
supplemented by crowding.

The relative differential viscosity of the washed Gulfport Channel
sample, shown in Figure 6, supports this interpretation. At the sediment
concentration of about 0.06 g/cu cm, where "bunching" is indicated in
Figure 15, the relative differential viscosity deviates from the curve
for the lower concentrations toward the curve for the saline suspension.
Plots of the differential viscosity and of shear strength vs. concentra-
tion indicate a change in suspended particle character for the washed
sample
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t Figures 14, 15, and 16, and the lower plot in kFIgure 17 are
similar to the plot just described. In these plots, plateaus occurred
when additional particles no longer contributed to shear strength, because
there was not a sufficiently strong orienting force to maintain an open
structure with increasing particle numbers in the presence of high
shearing rates. The White River sample showed both kinds of behavior,
suggesting a metastable structure of the material entering the capillary.

The shear strengths of the particle aggregates themselves can becalculated by extrapolating the shear strength plots to the concentrations

of the aggregates shown in column three, Table IV. Floc shear strengths
calculated in that manner are shown in Table V.

TABLE V

PARTICLE AGGREGATE SHEAR STRENGTHS

Bingham Shear Strength
dynes/sq cm Energy of Cohesion

Sample or
Energy of Cohesion dyne cm/g

dynes/mi em

Wilmington District 21.0 57

Brunswick Harbor 55.7 150

Gulfport Channel 45.) 160

San Francisco Bay 21.8 55

De-laware River 11 25

Potomac River 19 29

White River 48.6 160

These shear strengths are approximate, but are much greater than the
shears existing at the bottom of ordinary estuarial channels. The flocs
subject to destruction in such channels must be aggregates of particle
aggregates with more open structures and consequently lower strengths.

The calculated shear strengths of the particle aggregates are
plotted against the cation exchange capacities of the sediments in
Figure 19. The cation exchange capacity is proportional to the surface
area of the clay raineral fraction, so that Figure 19 shows the effect of
cohesion on shear strength. The scatter at the low exchange capacities
is due to the variety of clay minerals that can combine to result in
those exchange capacities. Cohesion depends on mineral shapes and sizes
as well as on total surface area. As the exchange capacity of a sediment
increases, the possible number of mineral kinds is reduced, and a more
direct relation can be expected.

I
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Conc lus ions

Data from the measurements of the rheological properties of
suspensions of the sediment samples made using a capillary viscometer
provided information on the character of the material. In addition to
the reduced data, presented as figures and tables, several characteristics
of sediment material from the sampled estuaries became evident;

I. Sediments from all of the estuaries are cohesive. Cohesion
was shown by the existence of Bingham shear strengths and by the low
densities of suspended flocs.

2. Cohesion is high at the salinity of one g/i and higher, as
shown in Figure 18.

3. At the shearing rates prevailing in the capillary viscometer,
100/sec or more, particles existed as separate mineral particles or as
primary aggregations of mineral particles. This- conclusion results from
the densities of the particles in the saline suspensio-s, calculated
using the slopes of the relative differential viscosity vs. concentration
curves, and from'the flatter slopes of the curves for suspensions of
washed sediments.

4. Two general relations between shear strength and sediment
concentrations exist under the coz'ditions in the capillary: a simple
lirncar relation, and a relaLiuu including a transition from Rn initial
shear strength to a linear relation at higher sediment concentrations.

5. The shear strengths of the floes themselves, as determined
by extrapolation of measured values shown in Table V, are higher than the
shears at the bed commonly observed in estuaries. Erosion must therefore
involve zripture of inter- (primary) aggregate bonds.

Application of the data and conclusions presented in this chapter
are made in subsequent pages, where their significance to understanding
estuarial sediment behavior is also described.



IV. R1HEOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS USING A ROTATING CYLINDER VISCOETER

The capillary viscometer has the virtue.; of' siipticity, eaiu oi'
operation, and a well-developed theoretical foundation--all of which have
recommended its use for study of suspensions. It ha. the .erious dlsad-
vantages, however, of smrall dimensions arid wide ranr-.es; of ;hacaring rute.
within the capillary at any one flow rate. The, small dimcnsion; prohibit
the study of aggregations of primary particle aggregates, and the wide
range of shearing rates in the capillary inhibits the study of floe
structure as a function of shearing rate. In order to facilitate the
study nt" larger floes it was necessary to cons-truct a visconicter having
a relatively large thickness oi' shearing su.;pension, a narrow range ot'
shearing rates, and sufficient. sen.sitivity to provide shear-shearing
rate data for sediment suspens;ions. A rotat.ing cyliln3er vis'com' ter dn; i gri
similar to the one described by Mai[ock [iJ] was ;2lctted.

The Rotatin[ Cylinder Viscometer

A diagram of the esserntiaL partL oI' tho vi :;i'rn,..r i:.:d :, i,
Figure 20. The outer cylinder was a i-iit.,r pyrex iglass graduated cylinder
held on a turntable by springs. The turntable wa.- equipposl with leveling
screws arranged so- that tha cyllider could be alig|ned an~d i;idu cuticttitric
with the turntable support shaft. The edg. ot" the turntable was grooved
and the turntable driven by a belt from stepped pullys mounted on the
shaft of a variable-spe rrotor. A cam and s;witch mounted on the turntable
shaft actuated a counter during a 1-minute interval, controlled by an
electric timer, so that the rpm of' the turntable was measurable for any
speed of the drive motor. The ranugle of turntable speed employed during
the study was 8 to 180 rpm.

The inner cylinder was made of pyr,_'x glass riicidly mounted on a
metaL fitting that included a collett for f'astcninf, the end oF a steel
torsion wire and a positioning tube for miintaining the aligunct 01' the
inner cylinder with respect t.o the outer. The positioninc tube was

restrained by two bearings. These bearings were gyroscope-type ball
bearings equipped with a "keep alive" vibrator durinLg the early part o F
the study. Air bearings were installed later .o reduce friction. A
mirror was mounted at the upper end of' the positioning tube to facilitate
a light 'ever null-position indicator. An aluminum plate magnetic damper
was also mounted on the upper end of the positioning tube to reduce
torsional oscil.lations of the inner cylinder. The entire assembly,
including the inner cylinder, positioning tube, mirror, and aluminum
plate of the magnetic damper, was rigidly connected. A rubber stopper
was installed a few centimeters above the open lower nd of the inner
cylinder so that air was trapped and an air-water interface formed the
bottom of the inner cylinder. Lead weights (450 g totl) were placed in
the inner cylinder to compensate its buoyancy.

- 59 -
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The steel torsion wire was 0.079 cm in diameter and 133 cm long
during the early parts of the study. A 0.050-cm diameter wire of the
same length was installed later to increase the sensitivity of the torque
measurement. The wire was fastened to the collett on the inner cylinder
at one end and to a collett on a "zero-backlash" worm drive reduction
gear assembly at the other end. The worm gear was rotated by a micrometer-
type dial so that the dial and gear assembly provided 1000 1/4-in, divisions
in one rotation of the wire end.

The bearings on the inner cylinder positioning tube, the worm gear
and dial assembly, and the magnets of the magnetic damper were mounted on
a telescoping frame arranged so that the entire inner cylinder with its
connected assemblies could be lifted to facilitate rec-oval of the outer
cylinder.

The viscometer was located in a multistory concrete building with
comnon thermostati temperature controls. The temperatures at the

beginning and end of each series of runs were measured with a mercury
thermometer.

The viscometer was simple, flexible, and all parts were easily
accessible. It had the additional feature that calibration and measure-
ments were made in fundamental units.

Theory of Rotating Cylinder Viscometer

The drag on the inner cylinder caused by a Bingham fluid was
derived for this study by H. A. Einstein as follows: Using cylindrical
coordinates with the coordinate axis located at the cylinder axis,
Bingham's hypothesis can be written A

= + (7dd))

where q is the tangential velocity, r is the radius, and the other symbols

are as previously defined. The torque, T, is constant throughout the
fluid, and

2AT = 2n Hr2 ' ,

where H is the height of fluid in the annular space. Substituting for T
in Equation 7, and rearranging gives

t

dr 2 r (8)

B
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The solution of Equation 8 for inner and outer cylinders cf radii, r1 and
r,, respectively, with zero angular velocity at the inner cylinder and wt
at the outer cylinder is

T" I TB (9)

The terms in brackets are constants that depend on the geometry of the
cylinders. Equation 9 is linear. Since T is proportional to the twist
of the torsion wire for small twists and (o., is propcrtional to the rpm of
the outer cylinder, the measured values themselves were plotted and
appropriate Factors applied to the intercepts and slopes of' the plots to
obtain and TB.

Calibration of Rotating Cylinder Viscometer

Calibration of the viscometer was done in two ways: Fir:st, the 2
dimensions of the system arid the torsional constant of the wire were
m2asurcd; and sccondly, measuremcnts were made using water to establish
the range of conditions over which laminar flow with negligible end-effects
occurred.

The torsional constant of the wire was found by wrapping a light
linen cord around the inner cylinder with one end fastened to the cylinder
and the other extending horizontally a few centimeters to a weight and
then upward to an anchor. A horizontal scale was fixed just below the
anchor. Calibration proceeded by moving the anchor in half-centimeter
steps; turning the dial to compensate the increment of tang,,ential force
as shown by the light lever null-position indicator. The observed dial
readings were plotted against the increment in anchor position in
Figure 21. The wire constant, K, was calculated from the ;,lop( of the
line throuth the points; as shownr in Figure '1, K = 254 dyne cm/division.

The diameter of the inner cylinder was determined by means of
vernier calipers. Readingrs for five diameters were averaged. The
diameter of the graduated cylinder was calculated from !.he volume and
length of' the calibrated portion. Because of breakar'e se;vcral cylinders
were replaced during tihm study. Each cylinder was mcasured, arid the
-mall wariations were appropriately used. For the measurem(,nts immedi-
ately to be described the dimensions are as shown in Table VI.

Measurements were made on water placed in the annulus at various
depths. At the beginning of every ;;eries of measuremct,s at (a:c; depih,
the outer cylimider was rotated at the maximum :speed for Five minute-s to
allow any secondary currents that might occur to develop. The speed of
rotation was then lowered in step, and the drag measured after one
minute of constant, speed. These measurements are plotted at the bottom
of Figure 22, and show rhat at speeds less than iLO rpm, the drag; on tie
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inner cylinder was linearly related to the speed of rotation of the
outer cylinder. It should be noted that the intercept varies between
zero and one-half of a dial division. Such variatiots were beLieved to
be the result of changes in flow patterns in the air bearirgs.

TABLE VI

DESCRIPTION OF ROTATING CYLINDER VISCOMETER WITH AIR BEARINGS

Radius of inner cylinder, r. 1.88 cm I
Radius of outer cylinder, r. 5.OS emll

Annular thickness 1.20 cm

Distance between lower ends of cylinder,, 2.( cm

Wire constant 25.4 dyne em/division

The slopes of the rpm vs. Dial Readin, curves, divided by the ,
values of viscosity of the water taken from tables for the measured
temperatures, arte plotted against the height of water in the outer
cylinder at the top of Figure 22. A straight line drawti from the origin
fits the points reasonably well. The slope of this line can also be used
to obtain the calibration constant for the system. It was found that

I
1 2.c (10)

Frem Euation 9 and the values itn Table VI it can be calcuLated that

I LAI;
The value of* K dotermined from measurements using water is

7.'i7/0.-15 0. dyne cm/division.

Factors that aff'ect the accuracv of the viscometer are the
occurrence of slow secotcdary currents due to the lower enld conifi6uration, "4
variations in air-bearing induced torque, and errors in, rpm, torque,
dimens ion, and temperature measurements. Of alil these probable factors,
Slow secondary currents are likely to be the most sigitijt'icant. The
iinearity of the plots in the lower part of Figure 22 show, however,
that the flow geometry was unchanged at, speeds less; than 100 rpm. I

The onset of instability at speeds from 100 to 11.0 rpm is shown
by the appropriate points in Figure 22. Instability at. this speed is
predicted by Taylor's work with similar systems 9]. It measur.;ment:;
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on clay suspensions to be presented later instability was absent at even
higher speeds because of the increase in differential viscosity and the
existence of shear strength.

Unless otherwise indicated, the mechanically determined constants
are used for determination of differential viscosities and Bingham shear -a

strength from D vs. N plots. I

Viscous Behavior of Suspensions of Cohesive Sediments A

Measurement Procedure. Suspensions of cohesive sediments change J
their properties with time, even in the absence of shearing. Both settlinr
of flocs and larger particles, and alteration of flcc properties occur.
Pefore undertaking extensive measurements, therefore, it was necessary to
select and try measurement procedures that would yield informEltion on
properties of the suspension. 2

It was desired both to determine the character of floes in the
suspension with a minimum amount of shearl. and settling, and to ot:.rv -.
the character of flocs stable in a given shear fild. The following c
procedure was selected to yield optimum accuracy: Eeh'. selected rotation I
rate was maintained one minute before the drac on the inner cvlinder ',.as
measured. After determining the drag by means of the dial and torsion
wire, the speed was changed to the next selected rotation rate, and the
procedure was repeated. Settlino of particles during a sequence of
measurements was compensated by mixing the contents cf the cuter cylinder.
Mixin was done with a plunger that was lowered and raised 1S times at A
it.tervals of a few to perhaps 12 one-minute measulomens. depen.din,. on
the settling 'eiocitv of the m-aterial.

An example of such a sequence of measurement.s: in presented in
Fioiuie 22. The sample was first susper.ded uniformly, tliwn the Inner
cylinder was lowe:red into the outer cLir~der and the outer cylinder
rotation was started at its lowest speed. After the group of measure-
ments at successvely higher speeds, shown as crosses in Figure 22, the
suspension was again mixed, and tie measuremerts shown as X's were made.
7ne procedure was continued at increasing, then at decreasing speeds,,with stops for mixing as indicated by a change cf ...

Ficure 22 is essentia!,- a rate of " strain vs. shear st j p

It shows the several characteristics cor, monlv observed for sedimets in
the rotating cylinder viscometer. Several iir.ear portion; are apparent,
and the dial readings (proportions.l to shear stress.s) found durin_
increasing, and decreasing rotation speeds are different, i,,dLcat~n- Uz

effect of previous experience on the suspens!o n. The first mixilnlf (au
44 rpm) caused a "jump" from the lower side of the Ico to the upper.

* The second ani third mixing (178 and 82 rpm, respetly) caused no
crange. The fourth mixing, (41 rpm on the decreasing ::ide) caused a

* I mp" again to the upper side cf the loop. Further -ecrease in rpm
produced a well-defined linear portion with a steep slope. 7,ere
appeared to be at least two stable floc form.; in tile ",.iscometer uihovr
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on the decreasing rpm portion of the plot. One form persists in the range
between 140 and 40 rpm; the other is stable below 40 rpm. The points
above ILO rpm suggest the beginning of another region. On plots for some
of the samples steep linear portions also appeared at the beginning of the
increasing rpm portion. Both of the increasing rpm sections of the plot
approach the plots of points for the decreasing rpm data, indicating a
breakdown of bonds in the old sediment structure to those of a continuously
re-foxming structure. During the decreasing rpm conditions, newly forming
floes had the same bonds as those being broken. As the shearing rate
decreased, flocs tended to grow in such a way that all parts had similar
experience. For the subsequent presentations and interpretations only,
data obtained with decreasing rpm were used.

The continuity of the plots in Figure 22 after mixing at 178 and
82 rom indicated that settling was not a problem.

The evidence of hysteresis shown in Figure 22 raised questions
concerning the time of waiting at each speed and the effect of the te';t
on the material. Repeated sequences of" mea:;urement.s; were made on a San
Francisco Bay sample to obtain information on these questions;. A plot of
three successive sequences on the same sample is prcsented in Filure 25.
The first sequence was made using the procedure outlined above, with
one-minute waits at each speed. The second sequence was made using1C
five-minute waits at each speed; and the third, using one-minute waits
at each speed. The plots show that at speeds above 4O rpm the one-minute
and five-ininute sequences were similar. Below 40 rpm, however, there
seemed to be a change in both the increasing and decreasing rpm plots.
The rhears were generally higher, and the slopes of the decreasing rpm
curves steepened. These trends continued in the third sequence, which
followed the same procedure as the first, indicating that the change was
due to a change in the sediment rather than a difference in procedure.
The increase in shear strength is believed to result 1'rom the increa:ed
numbers of loose particles arid particle aggregates produced by ;heariri,.
These particles acted as cement by increasing the number:; of bo:Id:s al
interfloc contacts. This increased str'ength facilitated larter floc
volumes in a shear field, accounting, for the :;teepor slopes be]ow )e rpm.
7.e slope above 40 rpm did not change, indicating that the aggregatc
volume had not changed for aggregates ,table in that range of sJhCaring.
The time at each speed is shown by Figure 25 to have less effect than
does shraring of the sediment. The procedure utilizing a one-minute wait
at each speed was followed in the remaining measurements to facilitate
acquisition of data for a larger number (Af spccd; for a givCn amount of
shearing. Mixing of Ihe suspension was done at about the ]I0 rpm rna;;um-
ment, and usually after the 180 rpm measuret-meNt.

No pretreatment was given the :;amples other than dilutior with
water from San Francisco Bay or, in the case of t],e White River sediment,
dilution with tap water.

Data Obtained from Sediment Suspensionrs'. Dilutioni; ol Sli'p:; i or
of each of the estuarial sediments were placed in the vi:seomet.er. Sequertce:;
of drag vs. rpm measurements were then madc. anid p1 otted. Straight I i:ne.
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were fitted to the decreasing rpm portions as shown in Figures 22 and 23.
The plots usually had two such well-defined linear portions--one above,
the other below 40 rpm. Occasionally, however, the one below was not
well-defined and no line was fitted. The slopes and the intercepts on
the zero rpm axis of the lines were tabulated, and the values of the

differential viscosities, %d, and of the Bingham shear strengths, TB,
were calculated using the bracketed terms in Equation 9. The differential
viscosities of the sediment suspensions, divided by published values for
water at the seme temperature, are plotted against the suspended sediment
concentrations in Figures 24 through 29. The Bingham shear strengths are
plotted in Figures 30 through 36- In all of these plots, circles denote
relative differential viscosities determined from the higher rpm data,

and triangles denote values calculated from the lower rpm data. Solid
symbols represent points from a second set of measurements. The best
straight lines were fitted to the plotted points by eye. Since the slopes
of the rjd/q4 curves are of interest, the lines were not forced to inter-
cept the point 0,1. Deviations from such an intercept can be due to
errors in measurement of the wire constant, the temperature, or the
sediment concentration.

As shown in Figure 23, several slopes are possible for one
sediment suspension. The slopes are related to the volume fraction of
the sediment by Equation 5, and the several slopes i.ndicate that several
amounts of aggregation are possible in the same suspension. The three
distinct lines evident by the points in Figure 24 show that only certain
distinct volume fractions for a given amount of sediment occurred.

The distinctness of these volume fractions is not as clearly
defined in the remaining relative differential viscosity plots. This is
partly due to experimental imprecision, but is mostly due to crowding.
In Figure 25 the lines terminate at the concentrations at which the space
would be erArely filled with floc, as calculated by Equation 5. If the
flocs are spherical, they would first all touch each other at s/6 of that
concentration. In Figure 25 the sediment concentration at which the
slope of the middle line would give a volume fraction of one is 0.067 g/
cu cm. It can be seen that the circled points tend away from that line
at half of that sediment concentration; they tend toward the line for
the next lower volume fraction. Crowding tends to break up the less dense
floc forms leaving the less viscous but more dense form. This factor,
crowding, and the consfque rt adjust:iAret uf the Nulune fraction, are
believed to account for much of the scatter in both the relative differ-
ential viscosity plots and the shear stress plots.

The bases for plotting the shear stress vs. concentration data
on log-log coordinates are empirical. It was found that plots of shear
strength data for each sediment produced a set of points that would fit
a line with a slope of r/2. The fit of- this same function 'o all of the

Kdata indicates a relationship, but its tiLeoretical bases are not apparent
at this time.
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Discussion

The occurrence of several curves in the relative differential
viscosity plots indicates that the same suspension can aggregate in
several ways, each of which has a different volume fraction. A descrip-
tion of aggregates is needed to interpret the data and to relate the
behavior of the sediment in the viscometer to it.; behavior in the field.
Such a description is presented next.

Consider the concept of aggregatLon of cohesive particles shown,
diagramatically in Figure 3'. Mineral particles cohering in a cluster

with uniform porosity are called a primary particle aggregate, with the
symbol pa. Such an aggregate would form initially during flocculation
of disperse particles, and might attain appreciable size if flocculaLion
progressed slowly. An aggregation of a numnber of similar particle
aggregates, with more or less uniform inter-aggregate porosity, is called
a particle aggregate aggregate, designated symbolically as paa. When
similar particle aggregate aggregates are joined together the resulting

t aggregation is called a particle aggregate aggregate aggregatu, designated
paaa. Increasing orders of aggregation art designatcd pna, with n indica-
ting the number of successive aggregations.

The pore spaces in the aggregations can be descrihed in the
conventional ways, with the porsity rrieaing the ratio cf pore volume to
total volume and the voids ratio, c, meaning the ratio of pore volume to
"solids" volume. Different kinds of' pores can be idcnitified in the floc
construction described above. There are the pores between the primary
particles in the primary particle aggregates, the pores between the
primary particle aggregates in the particle aggregate aggregates, and so
on. Each of these pores can b- u;cd to define a voids ratio, with the
"solids" volume some lower order of' aggregation. These are given the

symbols and are defined, for exampic, as f'ollows"

-7 paa p
7(p)aa

p

paa pa

pa

where D is the volume fraction ol' the particle or aggregation indicated
by the subscript. The parenthesis an the subscript indicates the pores
included in the void ratio.

If conservation of' volume of solids arid liquid is maintained, we
can write

qpna -0p = (pa p/ 4 1 (paa -4pa) +_ 4(I pna -IP(n1-1)a)
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which is simply a statement that the total pore volume of a floe is the
sum of the increments in pore volume gained at each stage of aggregation.
Using the definition of voids ratio given above, then subtracting p from
both sides gives

-4

pna pa + £(pa)alpa + '(naa)apaa + + C(p(n-l)a)a p(n-I)a. (12) 1

If the successive terms on the right after the first term in Equation 12
are designated f, 2, we can write from the defir-itions

i(15

by which successive terms can be related.

In order to apply these descriptions to clay floes, assumptions
are needed regarding the character of the material. It is assumed that:

I. The primary aggregates retain their density during aggre ation.
Primary particles do not themselves compress. It is assumed that no
significant rearrangement of' mineral particles within the primary aggre-
gates occurs on successive aggregations.

2. Successive aggregations beyond primary particle aggregates
require some intermeshing of the lower order aggregates. For a first
estimate of the amount of intermeshing it was further assumed that the
ratio of the increment in voids to tne volume of the preceding aggregation
is the same as the ratio of voids created during the preceding aggregation
to the preceding aggregate volume. This assumption can be written

C W ;

i+i

Combining Equations 13 and 14 yields

j.ii i+l 1+1

making all of the terms after the first in Equation 12 equal to one
another. With these assumptions we now have

Dpna D )pa + (n-l)(c.i0) n = 1, 2, 5, , (15)
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which includes

%na ~pa(I+(lc)

The term (n-1) is named here t, order of aggregation of primary
aggregates.

Relative Differential Viscosity Data. This description of clay
flocs was tested by means of the relation kc = 2.5(, and the values of k
olserved in both the capillary viscometer data and in Figures 24 through
2. Substituting for Ti in Equation 15 gives

kn = k + (n-l)(ciki) , (16)

which is indep -dent of Einst-in's constant and of c. Values of k were
plotted against n-i (integers) with the value of k determined by the
capillai, viscometer taken to be that for primary particle aggregates.

These plots, presented in Figure 53, demonstrate the accuracy of the
description of aggregations existing in the viscometer.

The slopes of the lines in Figure 38 are, for example, clk 1.
Dividing the sloves of the lines by their intercepts gives r.j Values of
E, thus obtained, are tabulated in Figure 58, and show that the first
order aggregatic:,s of the clay sediments in sea water, except one from
San Francisco, have initial voids ratios near 1.2. The remaining sa.rrles
sho4 an initial voids ratio near that for a close pack. Evidently the
inter-aggrecate cohesion for these re!naini.ig sed i ment suspen:iouns was
4n:;"'icient t.. maintain the open aggregate structure (I' the others.
The .- ds rati',~ .2 is equivalent to a porosity of' 0.55, which i; a more
spe;s struture than comonly o_,ccurs in noncohesive mater'aIi..

Th: total e.tra-primaz7 aggregate voids Jncreasec with each addi-ticil oer, 'a a.; 1 ua : hug h ireuto ~resitv
t~~~~~~ ~ ~ iOUt a! erd- -(,Ca, zI!u I _. I h iisL i Pi' ilicremeit 0l ')c~(),

decreases. The successive voids ratios are, in generaL,

C1
m 1+ (M-i)r,

As the total voids increase, both the density arid ;hear strength decrease.

An important feature of Equation:: L2 and 1' is thir indep.einderre
ofI fluc ;i IM. The I1oc s i ze depends; botri on thI ii ;tory ei the si;pe n-

ai n and on the prevailing s hearing rate. I1', for example, disp(-rsecd
pa, I. , les ar slowiv l'ed into a c uspetr;iuni curLu iiri; only low t uI,,sr:; ul
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primary aggregates, these primary aggregates might become large even at
low shearing rates before firs. order aggregation becomes significant.

Bingham Shear Strength Data. Measurements of the shear strengths
of primary particle aggregates, using the capillary viscometer, yielded
shear strength-suspended sediment concentration relations that were linear
after a sediment concentration sufficient to transmit shear was reached.
Neglecting the conditions at low concentrations, the shear nt,engths of
the primary particle aggregates can be written as

T = EmC or

B E p (17)

Em has the units of dyne cm/g, and is interpreted as the energy required
to disperse one gram of sediment material. Ev is the energy required to
disperse a cubic centimeter of particle aggregate, and is numerically
equal to the shear strength at Opa = i. Since Ep = c/Pp, Ev = Em Op Pp/Opa"
Values of Ev and Em were presented in Table V.

The Bingham shear strength-supended sediment concentration rela-
tions observed using the rotating cylinder viscometer have the form

T = K cV '2  (18)

Equation P" can be Put into the oam_ iinits a. Equation 17:

E= ., 5/,2 (19)
v pa

where E. h- the --nerg, to di.;perse a unit volume of aggregate.

The value of El. depends on the strength of the interparticle bonds
in the primary aggregates, characterized by Ev, and by the floe structure
in the region of failure. If the suspended particles exist as a number
of fl.ocs that collide, bond, then ripture during shearing, the region of
bonding and faili.-e that, of mtual interpenetration of the colliding
floes. Failure in uc' a region requires tile simultaneous failure of
the number of particle aggregate to particle aggregate bonds formed in
the region. At the same time the volume of particle aggregates in the
region is Opa/.p( n_)a. Ittinrg N be the number of" simultaneous particle
aggreglate bondz ruptured, then
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NEE' "NE pa v
n n = 2, 5, 4 ....v v p(n-l)a I+n)€'

N should increase as the order of aggregation increases, but not
necessarily uniformly.

Replacing E in Equation 19 by the expression above, and putting
Equation 19 in terms of sediment concentration gives

T( EV aC) 5/, )3 4 (20)
B l+(n-2)c Ev n

By comparison with Equation 18 it can be seen that

5/2
N

K Ev (21)

N/(l+(n-2),.1) can be evaluated with the available data. Values of Dpa/ p
and of E are presentad in Tables IV and V, respectively. Taking
O= 2.6 g/cu cm, finding e from Figure 38, and using values of K from
Figures 50 through 36 enables calculation of N/(l+(n-2)cE). These calcu-
lated values, together with the values for N equal to an integer, are
presented in Table VII. Integral values of N and (n-2) were sought to
give the observed constant. Agreement between observed and calculated
values in columns five and nine, and values in columns eleven and fourteen
can be seen to be within seven per cent--well within the precision of the
data. It can be cor 2. 1ded that this interpretation is consistent with
the data from both v zr-ometers. and that N is an integer.

R-:lations between integers N and n-2 of Equation 20 to order of
aggregation are presented in Table VIII. The values of N in Table VIII
show that N douibled for each of the sediments, and that all of the N
values are equal to two raised to an integer. The missing values of N
were inserted in Table VMII, shown in parentheses, as 2m , and with the
assumption that an incre .se in N would make itself apparent at as low an
order as it occurred. Extension of the values of N, n-2 in Table VIII
to those for orders higher than the observed ones, will require additional
knowledge of the intermeshing of flocs.

The observed values of the coefficients of Equation 20, together
with the interpolated values of N, n-2 shown in Table VIII, enable the
calcuilation of shear strengths of the aggregates. The aggregate densities
can be calculated from the k values shown in Figure 38. Both of these
aggregate properties are presented in Table IX.
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TABE VIII

INTEGERS N AND (n-2), SHOWN AS N,(n-2)

Order of Aggregationa
Sediment Sample

1 2 5 4 5 6

WimLninzton District 4,0 8,1 8,1

Brunswick Harbor 1,0 1,0 1,0

Gulfport Channel (I,0 )b 2,0 2,0
iSan Francisco Bay (1,0) (i,0) 2,0 (2,0) 2,1 2,1-_

White River (salt) (110) 2,0 4,1 s

aDetermined from Figure 38.

Ib
b()Not observed.

The aggregate densities -qn be seen to diminish rapidly toward

the density of the liquid, and the shear strengths to decrease rapidly
as the order of aggregation increases. Even one order of aggregation
reduces the shear strength to as little as one-eighth of that of the
particle aggregates themselves. Such a change agrees with soils

experience, and is the reason an earth fill is compacted when strength
is desired.

L The shear strengths of the second and third order aggregates of

San Francisco Bay sediment shown in Table IX have the same value. The
second was calculated with 1I= 1 and the third with the observed N = 2.06.
The high sediment concentrations and the shearing in the viscometer
caused rapid grow th, while failure of interaggregate bonds reduced the
aggregate growth. If' failure of the third order aggregates is no more

probable than failure of second order aggregates, the higher order
aggregations would be favored. This consideration accounts for the lack
cf observed values for second order aggregations.

o The sediment properties shown in Table IX summarize the results
of measurements on aggregate properties made during this study. Appli-
cations of floe densities and shear strengths are made in the next
chapter.

Conc lus ions

The measurements of sediment properties made with the large
annular gap rotating cylinder viscometer provided information on properties
of flocs that complemented the information obtained using the capillary
viscometer. In porticular it was found that:
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TABLE IX

PROPERTIES OF SEDIMENT AGGREGATES 7

Order of kny a Densityb Shear StrengthSediment Sample Aggregation cu cm/g g/cu cm dynes/sq cm

Wilmington

District 0 6.0 1.250 21

1 14.4 1.132 9.

2 22.7 1.095 2.6

3 51.1 1.074 1.2

Brunswick Harbor 0 10.2 1.164 54

1 25.5 1.09o h.

2 36.7 1.067 1.2

3 49.8 1.056 0.62

Gulfport Channel 0 8.8 1.205 46

1 18.9 1.106 6.9 e

2 29.0 1.078 4.7
5 39-0 1.065 L.8

San Francisco Bay 0 6.5 1.269 22

1 10.0 1.179 5.9c

2 13.7 1.137 1.4c

3 17.5 1.113 1.4

4 21.1 1.098 0.82c

5 24.8 1.087 0.36

6 28.5 1.079 0.20

White River (salt) 0 8.2 1.212 49

1 18.2 1.109 6 .8c

2 28.2 1.079 4.7

3 38.2 1.065 1.9

aThe value k taken from curves in Figure 38.
n

bDensity in sea water, p, = 1.025 g/cu cm.

CBased on N,(n-2) values shown in parentheses in Table VIII.
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1. Aggregations of distinct character occurred in the viscometer

at different ranges of shearing rates for any one sediment sample. Each

kind of aggregation prcduced a linear shear-shearing rate plot character-
istic of a Bingham fluid.

2. The distinct aggregations can be described as aggregations of
primary particle aggregates, aggregations of primary particle aggregate
aggregates, and so on. Primary particle aggregates are designated as
zero order aggregates, aggregations of primary particle aggregates are

designated as first order aggregates, aggregation of these are called
second order aggregates, and so on. Tne volume fraction of any aggregation,

Tpna = Dpa(l+(n1l)Ei), n = 1, 2, 3, . . , where Opa is the volume frac-
tion of the particle aggregates, (n-l) is the order of aggregation, and
is the ratio of interparticle aggregate pore volume to the volume of thu

particle aggregates in a first order aggregation.

3. The ratios of voids between particle aggregates to volume of

particle aggregates, in first order aggregation, range from 1.0 to 1.4
for all of the sediments suspended in sea water except the samples from
San Francisco Bay.

4. The shear strengths of the sedim.enits suspenlded it, sa water,
TB' are

! , @ _/2

TB v pa

where E is the energy per volume of particle aggregate required to
disperse the mineral particles. E,, depends on the order of aggregation
and the character of the aggregate_.



V. APPLICATIONS OF RHEOWGICAL DATA

The formation of cohesive sediment shoals in an estuary depends
on the rate of subsidence of suspended sediment material to the shoal
surface, the adhesion of subsiding particles to the shoal surface and the
stability of the shoal surface under subsequent flows. The rheological
data presented in the preceding chapters bear directly on these proce.ses
of shoaling through their characterization of floe density and shear
strength. Application of these data to descriptions of shoaling processes
is the subject of this chapter.

The most general conditions o" cohesive sediment shoaling appear
to be those wherein floes settle independently from a flowing suspension
to the bed. Independent settling eccurs at suspension concentrations
less than about 0.01 g/cu em. Suspended sediment concentration.s above
0.01 g/cu cm are unlikely except in the vlcinity ot' a workir.g dredge, or
in a turning basin or protected area where ships churn up sediment.
Under these conditions "hindered" settling occurs. The con:solidation of
sediment by hindered settling has been described [2,10]. The shoalira-
processes described in this chapter are those in which the settlinr
velecity cf individual floes, the f'low near the bed, arnd the properties
of the btd surface determine shoaling.

The Shoal Surface

It Is evident that the shoal surface plays a central role iJ. tne
interchange of sediment between a shoal and the suspension above. The
properties of ever, a very thin layer on the shoal surface determine the
properties of the shoal so far as a suspended particle is concerned,
wh1ereas the thickness of a. weak surface layer can determine the amount
of material that will be resuspended when the bed shear is increased by
.ncreasing flow.

The maximum thickness of' a surface layer weaker than lower layers,
such as those previously illustrated [2, Figure 28, can be calculated
from the shear strengths presented in Table IX. ll maxiuwii thickness
is determined by the depth at which the weight of the overlying particle
skeleton car. just crush the floes. 7he downward stress, al, at this
depth is

P
0 1 L(Pp p ) g h ,(22)

pna

where h is the thickness of' the layer. Recalling that p/pna = 2.5/ppkn
for spherical flocs, Equation 22 car be replaced by

- - Preceding page blank
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2.5(p - p2 ) g ha, p= (22a)

pn

For a cohesive material al is close to Till + 2T, where Till is the
lateral compressive stress. From consideration of Poisson's ratio,
Tl= Ks 1 [11], where Ks is called the "hydrostatic pressure ratio."
Combin.ng these relations lead to

T = 2-/(l -Ks) • (23)

Combining Equations 22a and 23, and rearranging, gives

2pP k Tr
h = 2.5(1 Ks )(p_ (24)

A depth of 2.5 cm was observed for a surface layer on a bed of
San Francisco Bay sediment [2, p. 72]. As indicated by penetrometer
measurements, the shear strength increases to that of the next lower
order at the bottom of the layer while the density changes only slightly.
Assuming a 2.5 cm layer of first order aggregates on a zero order bed,
and using the appropriate shear strength and density values shown in
Table IX, Equation 24 yields a value for Ks of 0.93. If the surface
layer is composed of successive higher orders, each having the same
value for K., the calculated value would be slightly lower. Equation 24,
together with the shear strength and density values given in Table IX,
show that the thickness .of flocculent layers having orders higher than
zero should be no more than a few centimeters.

Since TB decreases rapidly and kn increases linearly, the maximum
thicknesses of layers having orders higher than the first should diminish
with increasing order. After an accumulation of aggregates to the depth
at which the deepest aggregates fail is reached, further accumulation
will simply cause further failure at the bottom of the layer. The more
consolidated material at the bottom of the layer is stronger and is
better able to withstand erosion by later increased flows.

If a flocculent layer is left for a long period partial con-
,;olidation of the layer will occur, because of thermal activity of the
particles, by a process of creep. The weight of overlying particles
will aid the thermal energy, and consolidation at the bottom will proceed
at a faster rate than that near the surface. This process is slow at
normal temperatures, and probably is insignificant within normal tidal
periods. For infrequent occurrences of high-bed shear, however, deposits
formed between these occurrences can consolidate by this process. An
excellent paper describing creep of clays has been presented by
Mitchell (12].
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Bloth oP these mochanioms, crashing arid stow roarrarigclrerni of
deposited aggregates, accouint f'cr Continued acc-LLul4Ltior. of flocculent
material. under conditions of variable f'lowo. L'urirg pern~ of0 low 'bed
shears, some of thle deposited matcrial Zo crishcd. anria Urnw. a bed that
is resistant to the subsequent. highcr 'bed. shearc. Evcen -Wnen the bed
shear-time relation is symmnetrical these mccharnsms canJ !aciL-.ta*1e
depogition if the deposited layer in r~hijk enuAgh

The shoal surface ma~era1, under -nditl&ons of cpo.sition, w~lll
dopend on the state of aggregation of the dczitirg partioics, arid on
the applied shear. If the particles joint the bed witbcut breaking up,
the bed surface is ant aggregation one ordier higber ihani that of the
settling aggregate. ThTe highest order of aggrega-.ion a bed surface can
have is determined by the bed shear existing do~rig the period of* depo-
sition, so that, as cGnown in Table TX arnd demantrated by e~n flIume
studies, the deposition )I high order aggragpez requf-res, low-bed sl'ears

The Suspended. Aggregate

Understanding of the transport of cGhesivc sediments in estuaries
is made difficult 'by the alterati.ons of the transportcd Mnatcria2. res4ultin1g
from local changes of hydrxAlic and cucperided sedi.renT. cond, tlons. These
alterations consist of the growth or detecrioration of' agzregatiors, or
flocs, of mineral, partcles. As snown -in t-io '_'ast. baptex, a flcz cif a
given size can have several densIties and shear sotrcngttns. Tts res"Stancfi
to erosion, its settling -.IeocAty, and its adhcernce t.o thp bed ac-end
on its size arid order of aggregation. This rnectirn con.oist: of a
discussion of' thle effects of local hylraullc conditions on, tthe suspernied
sediment aggregate.

PAggreLation. In the portion of ati ebtuar-ial rep.lon wherc the
salinity is greater than one parlt per thoue-and, %pprc~x-ZMdtly , any
collision of suspended mineral particles oar- rc-sul! 2.r a bond. Succ-essive
collisions of suspended particlto result i., a vtuapendied parti-e c'yni
posed of cohering mineral parti l~zo Th~e I requcricy of' cciiisicns -xn a
suspended particle depends on the &:Lsoiut- 11en.pera'Lure, tho numrber sf
particles per unit volume, the oizes -A The :oi.ngpar' -1( ici, trne
local shearing rate, and on the differ7-oce 31' eettling "~Ietcsof

the colliding particles [15). The absG.late t.eiptrat.ure changes onily
slightly in an estuary, and its effect car, be- considered ccorstant.. The
frequency of collisions on a suspende-i fio.a is directly preaportimnal toC
the numiber of floes per unit vJolume. When collisicn results f rx:t the
difference in velocity of two particles ir. a slearing f~buid, the frc-quency
of collision is also proportional to the sum :)f the two coiliai-tg particle
radii cubed and to the local shearing rate. Because of :I-e gree.t effect
of particle radii, larger particles tend to gather up smaller ones. As
they continue to enlarge by this process thcy bec.omea i rnas ingly
effective. For this reaso)n flocculation by internial - hoa-rjng of the
suspending water and the resuspension of f'lo~culatcti particles are
e specially effective in prcmoting flocculation. Wner aolso f
particles resultr from their differences in~ set ting voutes thIe
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differences in radii and densities are important. It is difficult to
separate the effects of this mechanism from the effects of the others.

These processes and their importance in estuaries have been
discussed in detail in an earlier report [2]. For this discussion it
is sufficient to point out the importance to the rate of aggregation of
suspended particles of particle concentration by number, the particle
size, and the local shearing rate.

The concept of aggregation presented in the last chapter of this
report leads to further descriptions of aggregates. These descriptions
can be summarized i.1 a few short statements:

1. When particles of the same order combine a homogeneous
aggregate having the next higher order is formed.

2. When particles of adjacent orders combine a homogeneous
aggregate having the higher order is formed.

3. When particles having more than one order difference combine
the order at the surface can be lower than the order on the interior of
the aggregate.

4. When any combination of cohesive particles occurs the
resulting aggregate has a volume greater than the sum of the particle
volumes, and the size is greater than the size of the laigest particle.

5. When particles of different orders combine, the shear strength
of the bond will probably be as great as that of the bond between particles
of the lower order.

Statements one through four are direct consequences of the concept of
aggregate construction presented in the last chapter. Statement five
results from consideration of the exposure of the lower order aggregates
in the surface of the higher order partic !.

Particle Size. While the local internal shearing promotes
aggregation, it also has a limiting effect when the shearing rate is
high. An aggregate suspended in a shearing fluid rotates because of
the velocity gradient. When the shear at the contact of two colliding
particles, due to the force of the rotation, is greater than the shear
strength of the material, the bond fails [2, p. 151. A relation has been
derived [2, p. 105] for estimating the particle radius at which the bond
fails. Its derivation, with a correction, is outlined here for later use.

Consider a sphere radius R suspended in a fluid having a linear
velocity gradient, du/dz. If the free stream veloci.;y u at any distance
from the center of the sphere normal tn the direction of flow is z(du/dz),
and the unit drag on any infinitesimal strip around the sphere is 3,u/2R
(calculated by Stokes for a particle moving through a still fluid), then
the torque available to rotate the sphere is
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R
1 2 du

2R .a-2tRdz •z
0

from which

T = 2irT1R 3du/dz (25)

The shear force at the particle surface is T/R. For small
interpenetrations, 26R, of colliding spherical flocs the area of contact
is 2nR6R. The shear, Tmax, for the maximum sized floc that will stick
to another is the shear force divided by the contact area. Neglecting
the loss of T due to mutual shielding, this calculation leads to

T 6R
R = max (26)

Tr du/dz

Values of Tmax are presented in Table IX.

When a floc attains the radius given by Equation 26 it should no
longer be able to attach itself to larger floes but should continue to
gather much smaller ones. As more of the flocs approach this size the
number of collisions resulting in bonds should fall, and the flocs should
become more uniform in size.

The derivation above is based on the assumption that Stokes'
traction is valid in a shearing region and that the bond failure follows
the idealized mechanism for a spherical floc. Such an application of

Stokes' relation has not been demonstrated directly. It does lead to a
dimensionally correct relation, Equation 26, that has been found to
describe observed sizes [2, p. 18] with reasonable values of AR.

Particle Shear Strength. The shear strength of a suspended floc
is at least great enough to resist the drag of water on its surface.
The surface drag on a suspended floc can be illum.natod by the following
argument:

A sphere suspended in water undergoing shear will rotate about
an axis in the plane of shearing and normal to the direction of flow.
The rotation results from the differences in velocity above and below
the axis of rotation. The rotation will be resisted by drag of the water
on the upstream and downstream faces of the sphere because of the
difference between its surface movement and that of the liquid. This
drag will produce a disturbance in the velocity distribution over the
entire surface of the sphere so that the drag causing the rotation just
equals the drag resisting it. The disturbance in flow pattern due to
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the resistance to rotation can be taken to be the flow pattern around a
slowly rotating sphere in an infinite still fluid. lar.% [14] gives the
torque necessary to maintain rotation of a sphere in an infinite still
fluid as

T 8tnRcn Ow(27)

where w is the angular velocity of rotation of the sphere.

Equating 25 and 27 yields

i du (28)

showing that the rotation rate depends only on the shearing rate. This
result can be approximated by inspection. If only the shears at the top
and bottom and front and back extremities of the sphere are considered,
w would be half of the shearing rate. Since the drag of the shear on
the remainder of the sphere is less than this, the coefficient should be
less than one half.

The maximum shear on a floc surface due to the drag from rotation
can be calculated by considering the drag on the edge of a thin disc at
the equatcr. Following the procedure for deriving Equation 9, the shear
around the disc is

-= T'/2Yrr 2dy (29)

The shear in the fluid is

with

q = 0 at r

q = wRat r R (30)

Comb ning Equations 29 and 30 and solving yields

T' n idywR 2 (31)



Substituting the right he- side of Equation 31 for T' in Equation 29
leads to

- 12

Using the w shown in Equation 28 gives

= ~ du (52)

for the maximum shear stress on a suspended floe. Equation 52 is
dimensionally correct. The coefficient is reasonable in view of the
freedom a suspended floc has to move so that the drag forces cu.r adjust
to the minimum over it; surface. The linear superpositions used in
obtaining Equation 52 are less crude than the assumption of spherical
shape.

The argument above emphasizes the fact that a suspended floc can
have a lower shear strength than does a fixed bed exposed to water having
the same shearing rate. It also shows that the floe size is independent
Cf t) e shearing rats pruvided that A6 s3hear s rerigth is sufficien:t tu
allow its growth. A floe grown in water having a low shearing rate then
moved into a region having a significantly higher one, however, could be
broken up if a higher order, weaker floc had grown at the lower shearing
rate.

Particle Density. The density of a floc is shown in the last
chapter to depend on the particle aggregate density, the porosity increase
on the first aggregation of particle aggregates, and on the order of
aggregation. The difference it density between a spherical suspended
floccu.ent particle and the suspending liquid can be found, by conbining
Equations 6 and 16, to be

pf - PI = 2.5(pp - PI)/p k1 (1 + (n-l)E) ()

Both k1 and C cari be found it. FigLure 36. The order c-f aggregation,
however, will be limited by the prevailing shearing rate, as described
above.

Particle Settling Velocity. Because of the small size arid low
density the settling velocity, v., of a spherical floc in still water is
usually given by Stokes' Law:

v = 2 P - 2 gR 2 /9 1 1(4)



T' difference between particle and water densities, and the particle
radius are given in terms of particle properties and the hydraulic
conditions in the paragraphs above. Following custom and the procedutre
used in this report, R is the radius of an equivalent :-phere. Examples
of application of' Stokes' law are given below.

Shoaling

The understanding of shoaling processes provided by know':!dge of
floc properties can be presented best with the aid of an example. Con-
-1der a uniform channel 30 feet deep with uniform 3pen-channel flow.
Typical characteristics of' flow ln such a channel at average velocities
in areas of shoaling [21 are given in Table X.

TABLE X

AVERAGE SHEARING RATES IN A CHANNEL 50 FEET DEEP

Ave rage aAve iage ?vrg Shearing Rate a
Sheari Sh i Shear on Bed

Velocity Rate at Bed

fps sec -1 sec -1  dynes/sq cm

0.1 0.56 0.93 0.0095

0.2 o.16 5.7 0.057

0.5 o.62 25 0.25

1.0 1.8 95 0.95

2.0 5-0 570 5.7

3.0 1. 780 7.8

4.o 1500 15

a
at = du/dn.

The second coliumn in Table X shows that the average shearing rate in the
flow Ls low; even at the flow rate of 4 ft/sec the z-.erage nhearing rate
is only 1h/sec. Most o' the shearing occurs close to the bed, so that

the shearing in a large portion of the flow is much less than the average
t;iven in column two. Since the flocculation of sediment at the concen-
trations nourilly existing in estuaries is directly proportional to the
shearinit rate, sediment suspended in such flow is reasonably stable.
When the shearing rate in the flow is increased, such as by passing the
flow through pilings or by mixing due to density changes in the profile
or by sudden enlargements in a channel, flocculation is accelerated and
settling velocities of the sediment are increased. Once floes have grown
they 'ill not be ruptured so lone, as they stay sufficiently high aiove
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the bed, even at high flows. The shearing rate at the bed, ohown in
column three. increases much faster with increasing flow. High order
aggregates settling into this shearing would be broken up, at least at
the higher flows.

Consider a channel in San Francisco Bay, with the flow character-
istics shown in Table X, that carries tidal flows with a maximulm velocity
or 5.0 ft/sec. At this maximum flow the shearing rate in most of' the
flow will be less than 8 .8/see. By Equation 52 the shear on the suspended
floc will be less than 0.011 dynes/sq cm. According to Table IX this floe
can have an order of six or perhaps seven. If it settled to the viscous
layer at the bed surface, where the shear stress on a suspended floe is
one dyne/sq cm, it would be broken into third-order pieces.

The third-order aggregates that find their way back up into
regions having lower shearing rates can recombine if they are sufficiently
small. By Equation 26, with a shearing rate of 8.8 /sec, and a M of 2p,
the largest particle that could combine with a larger particle has a
radius of 52g. Growth to more than twice this size seems unlikely at
low suspended sediment concentrations. The 52g third-order particle
would have a settling velocity, by Equation 54, of 0.0196 cm/sec. A
fourth-order aggregation of the third-order floes having twice the radius
would settle at 0.065 em/sec. When such a floc settled to the boundary
layer it would break to third-order fragments again. It is evident that
the viscous boundary layer establishes a base order for subsequent floe
formation above it, and that recombination above the boundary layer
incceases the rate an aggregation would return to be disrupted.

Base order aggregates can grow from lower order aggregates. In
the example above, the third-order aggregates can become larger by
accumulating second or lower order aggregates. Such growth would occur
only on the addition of sediment material to the flow.

The two effects of shearing rate on suspended cohesive particles
should be recalled when considering transport of such particles. Wile
low shearing rates permit the existence of large, high order aggregates,
they provide little opportunit' for floe; to combine. Unless the time
for recombination is long or unless the suspended sediment concentration
is high, large aggregates will not form. A region having a transition
from high to low shearing rates, such as that in a channel as a particle
moves upward from the bed, however, provides both shearing to promote
flocculation and a diminishing shearing rate as the floe grows. If the
concentration of suspended sediment is sufficiently large, floes can
form. Shearing due to the bed promotes the regrowth of floes that settle
back into the region of high shearing and most of the transition in
shearing occurs in only a small portion of the flow near the bed. In a
uniform open channel flow cf a dilute sediment suspension both the
disruption and formation of floes takes plac:' near the bed, with rela-
tively inactive floes suspended higher in the fluw.

The discussion above emphasizes the importance of shearing near
the bed in limiting the aggregation of particles. Shearing at the bed
similarly determines the character of a bed surface. As shown in



clounn four. Table X, typical bed shears in a navigable estuarial channel
ca!' OXceed the strenth ot" all but zero order beds. (A bed is an aggre-
_ation Ot' particles. The concept o:' crder was extended to the bed surface
it: deriving Equation 24, and is supported by plhotomicrographs [2].) The
order of a bed is one higher than the order of the particles making it
up. It' f'locculent particles -,,imply :settle in still water the order of
the 1)(-d surface would be one higher than that of the particles.

When the bed i.- undergoing shear, however, the order of the bed
surface during deposition is at least low enough to withstand the shear.
The order of the bed surface will be even, lower if the suspended floes
have orders two or more lower than that of the highest order bed that
will resist the shear. It' the suspended particles have an order higher
than that of the bed, contact with the bed can leave a portion of the
particle on it or take some ox the bed back into suspension. Interchange
of -suspended arid deposited material was demonstrated using radioactive
tracers [2, p. 45]. As postulated by Statement 5 in the paragraph on
aggregation, above, a bond between a bed and a higher order floe can
have the strength of the bed. Interchange would selectively leave the
more strongly bonded material on the bed.

This description of bed formation i supported by data obtained
duringT scour of beds that had been deposited under a variety of flow
conditions in a recirculating flume r2. p. '']. These data were obtained
Long, bet'ore the concept at' orders of arzre~ation was found. and they show

the concentrations of suspended sediment at various bed shears. The
concentration is ro'sn.ily p:'oportional o the total depth of bed scour.
Plots of these data can be 'itted b,: ., veral traiht lines that intersect
the zero concentration line, the abscissa, at the shear strengths of first,
second or third. fourth. and the fifth order aggregates. The lines show
increasing strength with depth, which would result from floc deformation
due to skeletal overburden pressure.

It appears from thes;e data that the rate or' scour reflects the
properties of The bed. Interchange of suspended material and material in
the bed surface was obse-ved durin, scour. a.- well as during deposition.
Evidence of' armoring, or development o~f a:, ihcrcasingly resistant surface,
during scour was aljo observed. These observatIons, together with the
observations of "oc properties, Lead to the conclusion that scour of a
bed is resisted by :'llin pores in the surface of the bed with suspended
material. This process can be viewed as a tendency toward the formation
of a lower order bed as required by the higher bed shear, and it accounts
for the slow rates of scouring obs-erved at molerate shears.

Conclus ions

Application of the information on t'Lce properties to any particu-
lar system will require information on the hydraulic regime and the
suspended sediment concenitration and propertie.. The foregoinl, discussion
leads, however, to several conclusions that apply generally to tr-an:port
and shoaLing processes. They -an be summarized as follows:
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I.- A :;u spetided fl oc can hauve atty onec of ,;everal order:; . The

order is determined by the2 growth his tory or the sh,2aritqg, whichever i5
Iimiting.,

2. The size of' a iii pelidod floc. is indeopendent 01, its; order,
except that at- inc rease( ini order require:,; arL ic rense( In 5 ize , and
conversely.

3.An increase in order produces an increase in settling
velocity, and corver:;cly.

4. During, depositioin the bed ;ltrt'ace strength is deternin'd by
the bed shear or by the order- of aggregation of the depositing floc.

Di. Th;trengthi of thec be--d below the ;urt'ace is; de2terminedI by
the order formed during dopositic . and by the subsequent. desformation or
collapse resulting from overburden pressure.

0.The s3hearing, rate:;. in norkil 1 Plows, except those. near inter-
faces, are low compared to that -JhearintC rate neces-sary to dlisrupt floes
of' high order.

Y.The relatively hil-h) shearing rates necar the bed limit the
order of ggeato of Iflucz, z~,pci~([dud in fluwirig water.

8. At low bed shears high order floes cani depoit. Tt the
deposit is sufficiently thick the iticrease iii strength due to overburden~
pressure can prevent subsequent resuspension by increased flows.
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A
VI. SUMMUARY AND CONC!,US]ONS

Conclit ioin; appropi'iat.e to the mate cia iit ,,ael chapter arc
prse nted at the ends" of the chapter:,. Ii th i: cIflj)1tc r a :(;' J try o h he

methods of stidy and the rest ls are pre:;iented, together with rcou.renda-

tions for subsequent investigations. -

Sediments trom deposits in several representative estuaries were A
examined for mineral content arid particle sie distribution, arid were ]
found to contain large amounts; of clay minerals. The clay mineral
composition varied among the sediment:; in relal iv.' aburdanic: oW the

principal minerals montmorillonite, kaolinite, arid illite. The clay I
minerls account for the cohesive character of the :;edimects studied,
and their relative abundances determine lite poro.'ilins and strengths of t
aggUr,egationis of' the mineral particle:;..

The porosities arid ;hear strength:; of' zediment aggregations were I
obtained from measurements of rheological properties of suspenisions over
a range of sediment concentrations, and at varyi.tgt shearing rate:;. An
O:twald-type capillary viscometer, equipped with variable driving pressures,
was used for measurements at high ;hearing rats, and a concentric cylinderI
viscometer with a wide annular gap was" consUructed l'or measurements at low
:;hearng rate;.

Interpretation of tne data from the rheological measurements; was
facilitated by Bingham' s hypothesis arid Eins.tein s vi:scosity relation.
A relatiuni was derived by H. A. Einstein baased on Birngiam's hypothesis,
for relating the drac arid rotation sp'edi in a wide-gap coneen.ric
cyinder viscome ter to the ::lrear stre t.i, and d. f t'reent l viscosity o1
a suspension. Separation of' fluid fron ::om l r-i ion b' -iig'hai' .

hypothes is allowed separate interprelat ' on :;hear strenrgths of the
suspended aTgregates and or" the vi;co,;ite:; o' Ilie siaspens ions . Einst. in '
relation, derived for an: int'initely di lute ;us:pen:ion, was extended to a
logarithmic ['orm to accommodate the c:,ctnitrations ot' suspended particle.;
of" irite'rest to thi:s tudy. The data :upport the extn.inorl, a-id with it
was obtained Irifonat.ion on dens;ities and porosilit,:; of sedimont aggregate::.]
Poth tiie :;A.ear z,trerrgLhs arid the deii:; it IL, o1' the suspended oggregat's ci'
estirari :Iasdienit; were .hiereby obtaine d.

Mea:;uemont:; with the wide aniil lar gap concentric cylinder
viscometer showed that each of' the suspended sediment; can agfreg<ate in
;everal ways, depending on the :;hearing rate arid the hisLory of the

'ni ; ion. . A ,i,- ri J I.ion ci' a ; uga uZ 2 "a, dcvi': d trs,' is- la e;cd on

the concept of combiationrs f' simple aggregations of' primary mirioral

part 1c les . When such clusters o1' minieral particlen;, des gnuated zero
order' aggtregal.es, combitre with oil( ariother they t'o'm *iil':;. ordrt aggre -

gates that have largCr voil me or' lower derisity becau:;e of' the pore ;pace:
betwceni the zero order aggregates. Second order aComral i':; e, rred by
combination of the first order agr'egate: , have an evei lower dei:;ity.

- - Preceding page blank
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Successive orderzz have ,eu, vely ]ower densities and, because the
shear strength depends on th- irleraggregate bonds within a higher order
aggregate, the shear strength also decreases with increasing order of
aggregation. A quantitat ive relation, based on this ccncept and with
assumptions regarding intermeshig of Joining aggregates, was derived
and was found to describe the rorosity or density for any order of aggre-
gation in terms of the zero order afggregate density and the void ratio
for first order aggregates.

The shear strengths for primary aggregates, measured using the
capillary viscometer, were found to relate to the shear strengths of
hit-her order floes measured using the concentric oyinider viscometer
when th', character of the interagEregate contact was taken into consider-
ation. This relation facilitated construction of a table of shear strengths
far several orders of' aggregation of each of the estuarial sediments
(Table IX, p. 74).

Finally, a short chapter descriles us.o a nd examples of appli-
cations cf floc shear strength and density data to suspended floes and A
to cohesive sediment beds. The information on flccculcnt sediment
properties obtained in this study was fCu.d to explain properties of

sediment beds cbserved during a:, earlier study.

Tne conciusions and other material presented in each chaster oan

be summarized by the following:

i. Cohesive sediment aggregates can occur itn distinct orders.
The shear strength and density of the aggregates are reduced as order is
increased.

2. Rheolojical measuremen-tts on selimenl suspensions can provide
aggregate shear strengths and denisities provided that a viscometer wtn
a sufficient thickness of shearing fluid, suffici.t scnsitivity, and an
adequate range of shearin rates is used.

. he shear strengths of sediment aggfregates are very weak, but
are adequate to make aggregates the :zifgni fieant form of sediment in
estuarial trarnsport processes.

A
Measurements of rhcccical propert Thz of oe:.sive materials

should cont i ow i' ] ×perie:.e e with a wider ran:x- of materIals and a
thorough understanding of the prccess of' flew of such materials are
obtained. A pro-rarn of mca::uremerts of" properi es of sispened and
ato:":cd a ts ir e tuaries is needed also to establish the local
hydraulic and sedimert conditions arouna snoa~s and to Iclate -eUdimct:t
properties to shoalirg. Knowledge of such relation: wiz ] ':ab tte
best designs of harbors and chanr,eIs. and wIll prcvide tgu.des for
economlcal, mainterance Of waterways.

. .
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